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Download as a PDF (best for printing) Download as a Microsoft Word documentIt's a free sheet you can use in your class. You can freely photocopies and distribute these materials. Click one of the links above to download a sheet to your computer. It is important to distinguish between counted and innumerable nouns in
English, as their use differs in both definition and verbs. Counting nouns are counted nouns for things we can count using numbers. They have a special and multiple shape. A special form can use a defining a or an. If you want to ask about the number counted noun, you ask: How much? Combined with the multiple
number of counting nouns. Singular Plural One Dog Two Dogs One Horse Two Horse One Man Two Man One Idea Two Ideas Two Idea Two Shop Countless Nouns countless nouns for things we can't count on with numbers. They can be names for abstract ideas or qualities or for physical objects that are too small or
too amorphous to be counted (liquids, powders, gases, etc.). Incalculable nouns are used with a special verb. They usually do not have multiple forms. We cannot use a/an with these nouns. To express the amount of incalculable noun, use a word or expression as some, many, lot, little, lot, or use an exact measurement
like cup, bag, 1 kg, 1L, handful, pinch, hour, day. If you want to ask about the number of incalculable nouns, you ask: How much? Tricky spots Some nouns are counted in other languages, but are not counted in English. They must follow the rules of innumerable nouns. The most common of these are: accommodation,
advice, luggage, behavior, bread, furniture, information, luggage, news, progress, traffic, travel, problems, weather, work Be careful with noun hair, which is usually incalculable in English, so it is not used in the plural. This can only be counted when you refer to individual hairs. In English grammar, words that refer to
people, places or things are called nouns. They can be classified in different ways. One way to classify nouns is by whether they can be considered or not. Many English errors are connected with this moment. After reading this page, you'll understand what counts and incalculable nouns, how to use them correctly in the
Countable (or count) nouns that can be counted. They have a special shape and multiple shape. They usually refer to things. Most of the tun counted becomes multiple by adding 's' at the end of the word. For example: Singular Chair chairs bottle bottle student students are uncountable (or non-count) nouns that cannot
be counted. So they only have a special shape. They don't have multiple forms. These words are considered whole, not parts. They usually refer to abstractions (such as trust or advice) or collectives (such as equipment or luggage). For example: Money money singular furniture Using counted and innumerable nouns
when using counted or innumerable nouns, pay attention to articles and adjectives! Some articles and adjectives can be used with both counted and countless nouns. However, others can only be used with counted or only countless nouns. Used with counted nouns Only doctor, pen, food, class, college many many cups,
lots of books, lots of libraries, lots of flights a few questions, a few tables, a few tables, a few apples, a few holidays, a few issues, a few issues, a few questions, a few issues, used with countless nouns Only a lot of money, lots of time, lots of food, lots of water, a lot of energy a little bit of trouble, a little bit of equipment, a
little bit of patience, a little patience , a little sleep, a little snow Used with counted and countless nouns counting monkeys, schools, teachers, boats, bananas countless cheese, machines, luggage, grass, knowledge of some counted some tables , some shops, some grapes, some cities, some nurses incalculable some
time, some news, some bread, salt, some mail any counting any forks, any socks, any bathrooms, any , any transport, any gold, any homework is not counted no magazines, no candy, no pilots, no rings, no markers uncountable no problems, no, no money, no furniture many counted many animals, many coins, many
immigrants, many children countless many help, a lot of aggravation, lots of happiness, lots of fun many counted many computers, many buses, many parties, many colleges countless cakes, many , a lot of buses, lots of parties, lots of colleges countless lots of cake, lots of ice cream a lot, lots of energy, lots of laughter
enough counted plates, enough onions, enough restaurants, enough worries of incalculable enough courage, enough wisdom, enough spaghetti, enough time, enough time, lots of counted lots of houses, lots of concerts, lots of guitars, lots of incalculable enough oil, lots of sugar, lots of cheese, lots of cheese, lots of
space. There are many more.) домашнее оборудование багажа мебель мебель машины золотой серебряный хлопок стекла ювелирные изделия духи мыльной бумаги древесины бензина багажа багажа волосы советы помогают весело отдыха удовольствие информации знания новости счастья
прогресса доверия доверия образования разведки пространства энергии смеха гордость продовольственной муки мясной рисовый торт хлеб мороженого сыр тост макароны масло масло мед суп рыбы соль чай кофе гром грома снег ледяной дождь ледяной дождь тепла влажности French Russian
Italian Hebrew Chinese Mathematics Economics Physics Ethics Citizenship Art Architecture Music Photography Grammar Grammar History Of Engineering Policy Sociology Psychology Psychology Of Vocabulary Archaeology Poetry Golf Tennis Tennis Tennis Basketball Football Cricket Cricket Cricket Rugby Poker
Bridge swimming driving jogging reading writing saying cooking training workers are the main division of English nouns in the account and unaccounted for. The nouns that are counted are easily recognized. These are things we can count on. For example: pen. We can count the pens. We can have one, two, three or
more pens. Here are a few more counted nouns: dog, cat, animal, man, person bottle, box, liter of coins, note, dollar cup, plate, fork table, chair, suitcase, bag countable nouns may be sole or plural: My dog plays. My dogs are hungry. We can use the perpetual article a/an to count nouns: Counting nouns are also called
account nouns. When the noun counts is the only one we should use a word like/my/it's with it: I want orange. (not I want orange.) Where's my bottle? (Where's the bottle?) When the plural noun is counted, we can use it alone: I love oranges. Bottles can break. We can use some and any with counting nouns: I have a
few dollars. Do you have pens? We can use a few and many with counting nouns: I have a few dollars. I don't have many pens. People are counting. Humans are plural. We can count people: there is one person here. There are three people here. Innumerable nouns Content Adjectives and Adverbs about adjectives
and adverbs of the adjectives Afraid Alike Hard Only Same, similar, identical adjectives and adverbs of the phrase common adverbs of comparison and superb adverbs of the degree of adverb of place and movement abroad Away and away from Back Inside Inside Outside Beyond adverbs of time and frequency Easily
confused words above? Through, again or through? Advice or advice? Influence or effect? All or all? All or whole? Allow, allow or allow? Almost or almost? Lonely, lonely or lonely? Along or near? Already, still or still? Also, as well or too? Alternative (does), alternative (whether) though or though? In total or all together?
Number, number or quantity? More or more? Anyone, anyone or something? Except or except? Stand up or stand up? Around or around? Excitement or excitement? How or like? How, because or since then? How, when or during? Were you or have you left? Start or start? Near or beyond? Between or in between? Born
or born? Bring, take and bring can, can or can? Classic or classic? Come or leave? Consider or consider? Make, compose or compose? Content or content? Different from, different from or different from? Do or do? Down, down or down? During or for? Everyone or everyone? East or east; north or north? Or economical?
Effective or effective? Elder, senior or senior, senior? End or end? Especially or on purpose? Everyone or everyone? Except or except? Expect, hope or wait? Experience or experiment? Fall or fall? Far or far? Further, further or further, further? Further (but no further) Fast, fast or fast? Did you fall or feel it? Female or
female; male or male? Male? finally, finally or in the end? First, first or first? Suitable or suit? After or next? For or since? Forget or leave? Full or full? Fun or funny? Get or go? Grateful or grateful? Listen or listen (to)? Tall or tall? Historical or historic? Home or house? How is it ...? or what is ... As? If or when? If or not?
Sick or sick? To imply or draw conclusions? On the road or on the road? Is it him? Late or late? Lying or lying? Borrow or borrow? Less or less? Watch, see or watch? Low or short? Man, humanity or people? Maybe, or maybe? Maybe, or maybe? Nearest or next? Never or not ... Never? Good or sympathetic? Without a
doubt or without a doubt? No or no? Now, these days or today? Open or open? Opportunities or opportunities? Opposite or before? Others, others, others or others? Exit or exit? Permission or permission? Face, face or people? Pick it up or pick it up? Play or play? Politics, politics, politics or politics? Price or prize?
Principle or principle? Is it quiet or at all? Rise or rise? Remember or remind? Right or right? To rob or steal? Tell me or tell me? So what or what? Sometimes or someday? Sound or noise? Talking or talking? Such or so? There, them or them? Meet or side? Wait or wait? Wake up, wake up or wake up? Is it worth it or is
it worth it? Nouns, pronouns and defining about nouns common nouns defines noun phrases pronouns of each other, each other each, everything, everything, everywhere it is nobody, no one, nothing, nowhere one and one pronouns of pronouns: uncertain (-body, -one-,-thing-where) pronouns: one, you, we, they
pronouns: personal (me, me, him, etc.) Pronouns: attractive (my, my, yours, yours, etc.) Pronouns: reflections : questionable pronouns (that, who) Relative pronouns Someone, someone, something, somewhere that quantifies a little bit all or enough, at least less little, few, few, few, lot, lot, much more most, most, mostly
many, many, many: quantitatively No, none of some and none question, anyone all why countless nouns , sentences and provisions on words, provisions and sentences, as well as expressions How ... as if and as if as long as as well (a) As a comparison and contrasting terms and wishes, linking words and expressions
of questions and negative sentences relative sentences reported speech so and such So, not with expect, hope, think, etc. Such as the word forming the word order and focus Use of English discourse markers emphasizing and Downtoners Exclamation Hedges (just) Hyperbole features room area: length, width, depth
and height Number of time people and places speaking types of English (formal, unofficial, etc.) useful phrases spelling Verbagol Verbagols list of countable and uncountable nouns in english pdf
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